After the NIP Podcast. Part # 1

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/05/2012 11:13 AM

Well, as I expected, the podcast did NOT keep the direction I was mandating, but that is OK. This
thread is for continued discussion around the "star fleet" portion of the podcast. The copy of the
podcast is not up here yet, but look for it later. [link to podcast.godlikeproductions.com]

Now, I will put some effort into my orginal thread Thread: GLPVC Discussion on Global
Overcontrol of Money and Politics with NIP Tonight at 11:15 EST explaining the links I posted
because that was the goal last night for myself, and it didn't last long. Otherwise use this thread
for the NON political material discussed last night.
I am first going to discuss "dimensions and densities", because of the misunderstood systems
being portrayed at this time. Density refers to the vibration of MATTER, and this world will always
be 2nd Density World. These worlds labeled 2nd Density are First Density Worlds on which life
with God mind has been evolved. God mind means the ability to think, reason, problem solve,
have desires that are manifested and so on and so forth. 1st Density "worlds" or spheres have no
life on them. They include suns, moons, barren planets, asteroids and the like.
Now 3rd Density worlds on up in Density, are custom built worlds. These can include the craft
from "heaven" which can change their densities in and out of man's vision range. These worlds
have more elements than 2nd Density evolutionary worlds. They have from 200 to 1000 elements.
DIMENSIONS refers to the level of CONSCIOUSNESS of those that occupy the sphere. It also
refers to the individual level of consciousness. 5d is the level of beginning God Consciousness,
which simply stated is far more awareness of God than is manifest on this plane. The God
Conscious society has moved into peace. We are a ways from that. The God Conscious Individual
knows that God resides within, and he/she is in fact A SON OF GOD and until a sufficient number
of people manifest this, this world will not be a 5d world. To those becoming more God Conscious,
there is more teaching and technology released. this planet is still a planet of warring barbarians
with insufficient power of the people to shut that down. Will you shut down the planned war on
Iran? Probably not.
this planetary civilization is already in early 4d, which is the dimension of experience between 2d
and 5d. You were 2d during the world wars, and dropped down in fact into high 1d, and the planet
nearly threw you off. Fleet came (and this is covered some places on the net) and prevented the
impending 17 degree axis shift. The folks who do things like prevent axis shifts are not from
regular planets, they are from the Superuniverse and Universe governments. Most of those craft
you see around the sun on stereo ARE much larger than earth and are the property of the
Superuniverse government.
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4d is very nasty in its early stages. People have to get off the fence and commit to god or to
darkness and people are so poorly informed, things do get nasty and this should be obvious.
Those posting on the text part of chat proved that last night, you that posted the garbage are on
the wrong side of the fence and religion has nothing to do with it, except it does, its a major tool of
mind control, and ditto politics too. God Conscious societies do not engage in the politics like we
have on this world. You who are Christian have generally not be walking in God's Shoes in that
department. God or Christ Conscious people manifest God on a world. Many of you are in fact
manifesting your misunderstood "satan". Satan is a greek work, meaning nothing more than
adversary. In fact God is an adversary to the dark brothers.
The 4d transition on this world, if left unabated would actually lead to the total destruction of
mankind and although 4d is not used in your bible, it does warn you that without intercession
every last person (and most or all of life) would not survive. Its the dimension often of nuclear war
and other nasty stuff.
So please don't believe the CRAP, that 4d is "heaven". Nor will there be people "left behind" on a
3d version while some of you "ascend" to a 4 or 5 version world occupying the same planet. It
cannot work that way. 4 and 5 d people breathe air, eat, and all the rest. there is not a 5d version
of earth to be ascended too, that is CIA bullshit put into "new age."
You will build the 5d world or it won't get built. That said GAIA, Mother earth has made her
ascension many year ago, she is a real minded being, to 4d and she is now engaged in her
lessons to earn her own 5d consciousness. And those than cannot comprehend this get to move
elsewhere but they aren't staying on some 3d earth in the same place as a 5d earth. The whole of
earths life and MATTER must make the transition.
All of you are responsible for your own level of Consciousness. YOU grow your own soul, not
anyone can do it for you. During the 4d transition, some technologies are given, this internet on
which I type right now is one of them. It is necessary to have a global communication system the
thugs cannot destroy for truth to come.
------------------------------The most important teaching of Jesus left out of your bible:
His Father is also YOUR Father, thus you are a Son of God. Your Father is WITHIN YOU.
The worse teaching is "hell" Here is the correct version: "Hell" is prison wards like this planet and
times up for the prisoners. Truly here is what HELLFIRE is supposed to mean, which shows the
corruption by the "devils" occupying this world. HavingEverLastingLife
FieryIntelligenceReasonatingForever. HELL FIRE dear ones is eternal life in glory, not dungeons.
Remember, your devils will always LIE. And give you beliefs that are not so. Beliefs are not facts.
However, do seriously work in that FIERY Intelligence, for being fools will not serve you or God
very well. [link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS a GLOBAL organization.
-----------------------------Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/05/2012 11:24 AM
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Now it was asked if there was some place on the net or whatever to provide some proof of my
claims about Jesus and the Ets
These are the Phoenix Journals and the ones we have used OCR software on to repost them in
shorter more readable files are here: [link to www.freewebs.com] It is explained there what our
sources are, as the originals were print books, and not on the net. Another copied the print
versions on a copy machine, then scanned them, and the files are huge and not useful for
translation, so some folks on my team are transcribing them with OCR software.
the ones you must absolutely read in answer to the questions asked are PJ #2 and #3. Number 2
is by "Jesus" and Judas who was NOT the betrayer. #3 is about who and what the purpose of
the ETs being here is. Primary author is GOD of Nebadon himself, under the code name Hatonn.
We call him Christ Michael, Michael of Nebadon, and Aton.
A easy to negotiate site is [link to www.wisdomoftherays.com] which continued after the sad death
of the PJ project in 1999 and succumbed in 2003. There are selections by the various masters
that were not published in the books mentioned on that site. Jesus as Esu Immanuel and Hatonn
have a presense there.
Somewhere in the PJ's in several places I found "proof" that Aton/Hatonn is Michael of Nebadon
but that was long after we jointly put out that information.
My website is obviously a reference also.
Christ Michael also is the author of the RA material. There is lovely material in Dolores Cannons
books too. The Course of Miracles by "Jesus" is the work of CM/Aton, our latest abbreviation, man
does like to shorten terms.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6480718
United States
02/05/2012 11:26 AM
Is this you?
[link to www.google.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/05/2012 11:32 AM
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Is this you?
[link to www.google.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6480718

you gave me a blank page, so no, I am not a blank page. I am Candace and folks here call me
NIP, the abbreviation for my user name. Now per my usual modus operadi, I am not a democracy,
I am not ruled the mind controlled masses so I will remove inappropriate posts using my God Like
Powers here as a Gold Star Member to do so.
One asked if I have a sexy voice. Although I walk in a female body at this time, I am not sex
oriented otherwise, I am an "IT" soul wise, and so I see not point in trying to project a 'sexy voice."
OK. You ones are overly sex oriented on this planet, and its leading to both the overpopulation
and a lot of negativity on this world. I never played the sexy role to get a man either. I don't
engage in that. I did marry and have children. I am divorced and well past the age of needing a
man or having children. The excessive sex stuff, is however part of the 4d process that will
because of the "intervention" lead to a balanced state of 5d.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6480718
United States
02/05/2012 11:40 AM
Is this you?
[link to www.google.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6480718

you gave me a blank page, so no, I ma not a blank page. I am Candace and folks here call me
NIP, the abbreviation for my user name. Now per my usual modus operadi, I am not a democracy,
I am not ruled the mind controlled masses so I will remove inappropriate posts using my God Like
Powers here as a Gold Star Member to do so.
One asked if I have a sexy voice. Although I walk in a female body at this time, I am not sex
oriented otherwise, I am an "IT" soul wise, and so I see not point in trying to project a 'sexy voice."
OK. You ones are overly sex oriented on this planet, and its leading to both the overpopulation
and a lot of negativity on this world. I never played the sexy role to get a man either. I don't
engage in that. I did marry and have children. I am divorced and well past the age of needing a
man or having children. The excessive sex stuff, is however part of the 4d process that will
because of the "intervention" lead to a balanced state of 5d.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Let's try this one:
[link to www.google.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 10216130
Japan
02/05/2012 11:43 AM
You are just like michael jackson, DANGEROUS!
Rajun Cajun
User ID: 5125090
United States
02/05/2012 11:45 AM

In a nut shell, What and (When)is goining to happen to this planet and the inhabitants on her
surface? You have caputured my attention...You also are echoing what else I have been reading
and listining from other like minded teachers. I trust your insite and guidance.
Mister Obvious
Forum Administrator
02/05/2012 11:51 AM

I loved your show, NIP... you are such a gracious and informative lady. It was one of my favorite
GLPVC shows to date, in fact.
So sorry for the technical difficulties that threw a monkeywrench into the whole thing. For some
reason, the entire GLP website became slow to response, while the second half of your show was
going on, and this affected the VC platform as well.
I really do want to read all your threads and posts now that I'm acquainted with who you are on
some level, it really all makes a lot more sense to me now.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1496648
United States
02/05/2012 11:53 AM
Was there a NIP SLIP?
Wardrobe malfunction?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/05/2012 12:01 PM

In a nut shell, What and (When)is goining to happen to this planet and the inhabitants on her
surface? You have caputured my attention...You also are echoing what else I have been reading
and listining from other like minded teachers. I trust your insite and guidance.
Quoting: Rajun Cajun

It happens the celestials in charge are ready or earth can not longer "wait". Basically when Earth
can no longer wait, the planet will be evacuated and so many folks are under fear and not
knowing, that it will be likely be carried out after placing the planet in a period of Stasis, which was
also done when the sun entered the photon belt in 1992. There would have been massive
blindness and confusion had this not been done, man was not prepared. I have a thread on some
of this: Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
you might find this thread interesting on the WAVE Thread: THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE
and this: Thread: NIP's End of this Age thread.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/05/2012 12:07 PM
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I loved your show, NIP... you are such a gracious and informative lady. It was one of my favorite
GLPVC shows to date, in fact.
So sorry for the technical difficulties that threw a monkeywrench into the whole thing. For some
reason, the entire GLP website became slow to response, while the second half of your show was
going on, and this affected the VC platform as well.
I really do want to read all your threads and posts now that I'm acquainted with who you are on
some level, it really all makes a lot more sense to me now.
Quoting: Mister Obvious

Thankyou so very much MO. Also I noticed you had "starfleet" as your country, just yesterday so I
had to explore HOW you did that, and I went thru the list of countries and there it was! So now its
my country of origin too. Some of the technical difficulties might have just been chance, but they
could have been engineered too and I try to be very careful with what I say and where I go.
I tried to explain that as to the documents I have on my computer, that they cannot be yet posted.
Most members of my team and my self have had a lot of difficulties. I have been microwaved
weaponed many times now and took a really bad blow to my heart in a murder attempt almost 2
years ago. Recently one of my more prominent team members had her car shot at twice on the
highway recently too.
I was hopeful the pod cast would give some folks a better idea of me and my personality. Having
some more live contact with people only contacted by writing makes such a difference. I am very
grateful for the opportunity GLP provided me last night!
I will work on the first thread to go more into detail that was not covered, on the political monetary
overcontrol. Will start with Marcos on that today.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/05/2012 12:09 PM

Is this you?
[link to www.google.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6480718

you gave me a blank page, so no, I ma not a blank page. I am Candace and folks here call me
NIP, the abbreviation for my user name. Now per my usual modus operadi, I am not a democracy,
I am not ruled the mind controlled masses so I will remove inappropriate posts using my God Like
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Powers here as a Gold Star Member to do so.
One asked if I have a sexy voice. Although I walk in a female body at this time, I am not sex
oriented otherwise, I am an "IT" soul wise, and so I see not point in trying to project a 'sexy voice."
OK. You ones are overly sex oriented on this planet, and its leading to both the overpopulation
and a lot of negativity on this world. I never played the sexy role to get a man either. I don't
engage in that. I did marry and have children. I am divorced and well past the age of needing a
man or having children. The excessive sex stuff, is however part of the 4d process that will
because of the "intervention" lead to a balanced state of 5d.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Let's try this one:
[link to www.google.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6480718

Oh that is all you wanted. Yes I have my pic here, I have placed it in a few threads recently.

Mister Obvious
Forum Administrator
02/05/2012 12:10 PM

Thankyou so very much MO. Also I noticed you had "starfleet" as your country, just yesterday so I
had to explore HOW you did that, and I went thru the list of countries and there it was! So now its
my country of origin too.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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I love it!

<<LOOK`n thru YOU>>
User ID: 921787
United States
02/05/2012 12:10 PM

In a nut shell, What and (When)is goining to happen to this planet and the inhabitants on her
surface? You have caputured my attention...You also are echoing what else I have been reading
and listining from other like minded teachers. I trust your insite and guidance.
Quoting: Rajun Cajun

It happens the celestials in charge are ready or earth can not longer "wait". Basically when Earth
can no longer wait, the planet will be evacuated and so many folks are under fear and not
knowing, that it will be likely be carried out after placing the planet in a period of Stasis, which was
also done when the sun entered the photon belt in 1992. There would have been massive
blindness and confusion had this not been done, man was not prepared. I have a thread on some
of this: Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
you might find this thread interesting on the WAVE Thread: THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE
and this: Thread: NIP's End of this Age thread.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Just curious--if this stasis in 92 didn`t affect everybody the same--other than blindness and
confusion what would be the other possibilities of things that could have happened if anything if
the stasis didn`t work on everybody the same.This was the time frame I had my awakening in, that
lasted about 3 months...shall I say 3 months of bliss...in and out of old self trying to balance the
two..and what is really strange is I remember being able to stare directly at the sun for as long as I
wanted
Last Edited by <<LOOK`n thru YOU>> on 02/05/2012 12:25 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7574090
Canada
02/05/2012 12:22 PM
Really enjoyed the podcast. i missed the first half but the stuff i did hear was great and now i am
reading more about what you are about! haha
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1496648
United States
02/05/2012 01:24 PM
Is this you?
[link to www.google.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6480718

you gave me a blank page, so no, I ma not a blank page. I am Candace and folks here call me
NIP, the abbreviation for my user name. Now per my usual modus operadi, I am not a democracy,
I am not ruled the mind controlled masses so I will remove inappropriate posts using my God Like
Powers here as a Gold Star Member to do so.
One asked if I have a sexy voice. Although I walk in a female body at this time, I am not sex
oriented otherwise, I am an "IT" soul wise, and so I see not point in trying to project a 'sexy voice."
OK. You ones are overly sex oriented on this planet, and its leading to both the overpopulation
and a lot of negativity on this world. I never played the sexy role to get a man either. I don't
engage in that. I did marry and have children. I am divorced and well past the age of needing a
man or having children. The excessive sex stuff, is however part of the 4d process that will
because of the "intervention" lead to a balanced state of 5d.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Let's try this one:
[link to www.google.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6480718

Oh that is all you wanted. Yes I have my pic here, I have placed it in a few threads recently.
:Candace:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Awesome! Now that I know you are not some college schnook, I can grant you the lifetime of
respect you have earned.
Your posts seem wise now somehow where before I placed you at 21 or so never holding much
water
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/05/2012 01:48 PM
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...

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Let's try this one:
[link to www.google.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6480718

Oh that is all you wanted. Yes I have my pic here, I have placed it in a few threads recently.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Awesome! Now that I know you are not some college schnook, I can grant you the lifetime of
respect you have earned.
Your posts seem wise now somehow where before I placed you at 21 or so never holding much
water
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1496648

yep I am a normal 64 year old grandma with 7 granddaughters and no grandsons coming, a rare
event in part of a family that produces all boys except a girl every other generation. I had that girl
and now they don't stop coming in grandkids. Although unless there is adoption, there will be no
more attempts!
Fatstogie
User ID: 1315794
United States
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02/05/2012 02:57 PM

NIP VC was off the chain.
Although you put up a lot of material in text, im not much one for reading.
Have a much better feel for you after voice chat. Was awesome. I had read some of your posts,
but not all the way and in detail. Hearing you speak it was much more enthralling.
Its always nice to put an intelligent and well spoken voice with fringe material.
Your definitely going to have to do it again.

Oh also i have never downloaded or listened to a podcast. This will be the first.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
02/05/2012 03:10 PM

Oh that is all you wanted. Yes I have my pic here, I have placed it in a few threads recently.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You're adorable Candace. Although we agree on absolutely nothing, I still think you're cute as a
button.......lol.

<<LOOK`n thru YOU>>
User ID: 10234222
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United States
02/05/2012 05:58 PM

NIP VC was off the chain.
Although you put up a lot of material in text, im not much one for reading.
Have a much better feel for you after voice chat. Was awesome. I had read some of your posts,
but not all the way and in detail. Hearing you speak it was much more enthralling.
Its always nice to put an intelligent and well spoken voice with fringe material.
Your definitely going to have to do it again.

Oh also i have never downloaded or listened to a podcast. This will be the first.
Quoting: Fatstogie

Gessh i wish i would have known about it...could somebody post a link to the podcast again
please...
I always picked up on the fact that NIP is a very intelligent..sorry i missed it..
<<LOOK`n thru YOU>>
User ID: 10234222
United States
02/05/2012 06:01 PM
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Oh that is all you wanted. Yes I have my pic here, I have placed it in a few threads recently.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You're adorable Candace. Although we agree on absolutely nothing, I still think you're cute as a
button.......lol.

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Yup...a beautiful lady.... Wasn't how i invisioned you at all...figured ya were a mean old lady..he he
he.....always nice to put a face to the name...
Phaedrus
User ID: 8887177
United Kingdom
02/05/2012 06:25 PM
i just dont understand how you folks can buy what she says with absolutely NO PROOF! is this
not the same as any old religion?? she says she goes into spaceships for goodness sakes wtf!!!
PROVE IT PLEASE THAT'S ALL THE SANE PEOPLE ASK! WHY haven't they even told you how
to get people out of the stranglehold of the IRS at LEAST? the paperwork exists. why hasn't on
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8486638

There is experiential proof available if you really want it. I've met CM a few times in lucid dreams /
OOBEs, for example.
Kael
User ID: 1451069
Romania
02/05/2012 07:53 PM

For later feedback.
Fatstogie
User ID: 1315794
United States
02/05/2012 08:26 PM
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i just dont understand how you folks can buy what she says with absolutely NO PROOF! is this
not the same as any old religion?? she says she goes into spaceships for goodness sakes wtf!!!
PROVE IT PLEASE THAT'S ALL THE SANE PEOPLE ASK! WHY haven't they even told you how
to get people out of the stranglehold of the IRS at LEAST? the paperwork exists. why hasn't on
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8486638

There is experiential proof available if you really want it. I've met CM a few times in lucid dreams /
OOBEs, for example.
Quoting: Phaedrus

Prove that the sky is actually blue.
Prove that casey anthony...
Prove...
What is she gonna show a picture? To what end. People will just say photo shop. Why dont you
focus less on proof, of which you have none, and focus on the info.
The sad state of affairs on this planet is that you have proof of absolutely NOTHING. Then rant
and rave. The things you hold dear?
YOU HAVE NO PROOF.
Absorb information unbiasedly, rather than adhering to the false standard from which you
reference all the "fact" that hold in your mind.

As ive said before, this is why i dont like books/text. I have a much better feel for this woman and
her material after hearing her speak. When you hear hoecker and bulla speak its obvious that
your speaking to mad hatters. No matter the material.
With her. You might not accept the material. But she conveys herself in a very intelligent way and
was able to respond quickly to all questions without stumbling and bumbling.
Ill probably take a look at more of her posts now. Although the objective would be that she returns
to VC.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1105272
United States
02/05/2012 09:01 PM
if nothing else.. NIP has put in more effort than anyone else on GLP to get her point across.
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this is why I will make an effort to listen to this podcast. but I do find it hard to understand how
people can be so sure of themselves, its like being closeminded.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
02/05/2012 09:28 PM

ONLY those who KNOW CAN be that sure....

ETINI
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
02/05/2012 09:44 PM
I remember it is said that before the big stasis there will comme "massive " education and I think
that it has just Began. So folks keep your ears and eyes open. Salvation is on its way if you are
but ready.
We will have what is in our mirror. So be it. Thanks NIP and May the world finally understand the
concepts of war, darkness, density, dimension and most of all, GOD WITHIN.
I love you all.
West TX
User ID: 9717747
United States
02/05/2012 11:00 PM

ONLY those who KNOW CAN be that sure....

Quoting: DOK

Now there's a TRUTH if ever I heard one!! Well said!!
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tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
02/05/2012 11:25 PM
NIP VC was off the chain.
Although you put up a lot of material in text, im not much one for reading.
Have a much better feel for you after voice chat. Was awesome. I had read some of your posts,
but not all the way and in detail. Hearing you speak it was much more enthralling.
Its always nice to put an intelligent and well spoken voice with fringe material.
Your definitely going to have to do it again.

Oh also i have never downloaded or listened to a podcast. This will be the first.
Quoting: Fatstogie

Gessh i wish i would have known about it...could somebody post a link to the podcast again
please...
I always picked up on the fact that NIP is a very intelligent..sorry i missed it..
Quoting: <<LOOK`n thru YOU>>

From Abundanthope.net
My Podcast on GLP
By Candace
Feb 6, 2012 - 11:49:47 PM
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Last night I did a Podcast on GLP. Here is the link to my intro thread I started the day before.
Thread: GLPVC Discussion on Global Overcontrol of Money and Politics with NIP Tonight at
11:15 EST
This was recorded and will be available soon here if you want to listen. It went well over 2 hours in
length and we had to stop because of some server issues. [link to
podcast.godlikeproductions.com]
This was quite an experience and I was not able to keep it on my original topic, I didn't really
expect to. It went all over the place with coverage of my contact activities too, and covered my
postings are topics such as the many Obami and other things. We might do more.
I also started a new post pod cast thread for those who were asking questions when we opened
the mic to questions near the end and then their server crashed. Thread: After the NIP Podcast

OK podcast is up. [link to podcast.godlikeproductions.com]

© Copyright by AbundantHope.net all rights reserved
<<LOOK`n thru YOU>>
User ID: 921787
United States
02/06/2012 08:47 AM

NIP VC was off the chain.
Although you put up a lot of material in text, im not much one for reading.
Have a much better feel for you after voice chat. Was awesome. I had read some of your posts,
but not all the way and in detail. Hearing you speak it was much more enthralling.
Its always nice to put an intelligent and well spoken voice with fringe material.
Your definitely going to have to do it again.

Oh also i have never downloaded or listened to a podcast. This will be the first.
Quoting: Fatstogie
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Gessh i wish i would have known about it...could somebody post a link to the podcast again
please...
I always picked up on the fact that NIP is a very intelligent..sorry i missed it..
Quoting: <<LOOK`n thru YOU>>

From Abundanthope.net
My Podcast on GLP
By Candace
Feb 6, 2012 - 11:49:47 PM
Last night I did a Podcast on GLP. Here is the link to my intro thread I started the day before.
Thread: GLPVC Discussion on Global Overcontrol of Money and Politics with NIP Tonight at
11:15 EST
This was recorded and will be available soon here if you want to listen. It went well over 2 hours in
length and we had to stop because of some server issues. [link to
podcast.godlikeproductions.com]
This was quite an experience and I was not able to keep it on my original topic, I didn't really
expect to. It went all over the place with coverage of my contact activities too, and covered my
postings are topics such as the many Obami and other things. We might do more.
I also started a new post pod cast thread for those who were asking questions when we opened
the mic to questions near the end and then their server crashed. Thread: After the NIP Podcast

OK podcast is up. [link to podcast.godlikeproductions.com]

© Copyright by AbundantHope.net all rights reserved
Quoting: tava6655 1511728

Thank you Tava
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/06/2012 10:38 AM
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Ok, I went to the VC a bit before my podcast. There was an excellent discussion about the
PHOTON going on, and one person made the most astounding and TRUE statement that the
Photon cannot lie. Now what lead to this statement in the discussion I do not know, as I was not
there at the begiinning of that discussion. I was intending to thus explain it here and found myself
writing away like I do here, on another thread. So I just rolled it altogether. Most of you have a mix
of photons and electrons in your astral (morontial for UB readers), soul. A mix of junk and truth.
Truth is on your photons. Any old junk is on your electrons. So anyway, I just decided to copy this
piece here from that Christian thread. no point repeating myself. And we are now in this photon
belt, and those photons coming in from it, also carry knowledge on them, the photon belt is a
"broadcast" system of truth. Photons are multitasking, like electrons, gamma rays et all, so they
have other purpose too, but the genetic mind of earth gets a cleansing during the trips thru the
photon belt, and all is made new (again) from the prior corruptions.
Thread: We are NOT Gods... There Is Only ONE God <<< His name Is Jesus Christ The Lord >>>
(Page 7)
and as the topic of this thread, there are people here training to become gods. God is a all
purpose incorrect word on this plane. the one proper name for first person Trinity, is FATHER in
any language. Jesus was two souls who came, using the same body. Name was never Jesus
either. Your own OT tells you of the coming of Immanuel, and the apostles called him Immanuel,
NOT JESUS.
The two souls who came sharing one body, were Michael of Nebadon, our Creator Son whose
parents are the Father and the Eternal Son. There are already nearly 1 MILLION Michael Sons
and we have some younger ones incarnate on this world in training of being human while studying
this world.
The other was Esu Immanuel, an ascending Son earning his ascension onto Paradise. Returned
now in that status as a Sananda, meaning One with God. You ones will in the distant future also
earn that. There are many Gods, there is only one FATHER of the Creation.
Michael of Nebadon is thus the FATHER and SON representative to our sector of the
cosmos/creation, called Nebadon. The Infinite Spirit, 3rd person of Trinity is manifested by Mother
Nebadonia, mother God of Nebadon. This is not your "holy spirit".
Your HOLY SPIRIT is the Fragment of the FATHER that lies in your MIND. Father Fragments with
the coming of Michael 2000 years ago as jesus, are now bestowed on every NORMAL MIND on
this world. This Spirit IS FIRST PERSON OF THE Trinity, not 3rd person. Your everyday mind you
are born with, that comes with your body, is sourced from Nebadonia. Your "holy spirit" Father
fragment is sourced from FIRST PERSON of the Trinity. Nebadonia is the source of evolutionary
mind in Nebadon. HER parent, the Infinite Spirit, 3rd Person Trinity, is the source of ALL
EVOLUTIONARY MIND thruout the cosmos.
What was bestowed on this world on Pentecost was the SPIRIT OF TRUTH, a "copy" of Michael
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and Nebadonia's mind, into the genetic mind of GAIA. You can only access the LIBRARY of the
Spirit of TRUTH thru your Father Fragment.
Most of the time you are not accessing the spirit of truth, you are still trying to access your FAther
Fragment. This is behind the story of folks will prophesy, in the bible. They will hear the Father
Within, and perhaps access the Spirit of Truth. Souls usually do not hear their Father Fragment,
until they are 6d consciousness level. 5d consciousness is the beginning level of God
Consciousness, which means your Soul realizes genuine sonship with the Father, senses the
Fragment within, but does not yet hear it. On this world, people more often hear their guardian
angels, which one also gets when one enters 5d level of soul growth. So when you begin to hear,
it is more likely the guardian angel, than the "Holy Spirit" within you. And its time to call that
HolySpirit the right name, for it is NOT the 3rd person of the Trinity. It is FATHER, FIRST
PERSON. And you are seeking someday to become ONE with the Father. Its a long journey to
Paradise though.
Your mind is not material, but you must store your mind's knowledge on something. That is the
electron and a single electron can hold 3 Gigs of information. The electron holds anything you put
on it. Even lies. It does not discern. It can hold any old shit in other words.
The FAther Fragment carries information on PHOTONS. Photons do not store untruth, only truth.
As you ascend upwards resolving your karma, and learning wisdom and truth, your electrons will
begin to "crash" together, two at a time, as truth is learned, and they will become a Photon. You
thus acquire more and more photons, in your soul matrix, and this is where the terms "light being"
comes from. In fact, until all your electrons are converted to Photons, your astral form/mind, is
called the morontial soul.
When you have become a fully PHOTON being, you are then a SPIRIT BEING and graduate from
Nebadon, and continue your journey, gathering ever more photons to store your constantly
increasing knowledge in truth. Spirit Beings, photon beings NEVER perish, never fall backwards.
Only move forwards. As A young Spirit BEING, you are first called a first stage spirit. You will
leave Nebadon and begin the super universe journey. Our super universe has as its core the
Milky Way, but the Milky way is NOT all of our superuniverse, called Orvonton. Over the ages, you
will go thru all those planets of the superuniverse, and graduate.
Then you go to Havona, the Central Universe, the highest "heaven", and go thru one billion worlds
there and visit the other 6 superuniverses for additional learning. Once you graduate from all of
that, you arrive on Paradise, the Central isle of the creation. You are then a perfected being.
Esu Immanuel finished his testing to earn Paradise and become One with the Father. The
FATHER beloveds, grants you your personality to start with, and is the original source of MIND.
The Eternal Son has mind also, but is the source of SPIRIT and always draws you to him. He
resides ONLY in the Centra Universe, He does NOT incarnate on these evolutionary Worlds. His
essense is brought to you by the Creator Son. There are 700,000 local Universes (sectors) of the
creation and many more forming in outer space. So there are thus 700,000 Creator Sons. One of
those, OUR Creator Son, visited this tiny stupid backward world to seriously begin the uplift of it
2000 years ago. You ones have NO COSMOLOGY. NONE. You are so ignorant. So because this
is the bestowal World of the Creator Son , Christ Michael of Nebadon, the Urantia Book was given
on cosmology. And this is the WORD that was promised to this ignorant world and the Christian
heirarchy on this world has informed many pastors that the book is evil and the world of the devil.
NOT SO.
When this book was squelched, Michael of Nebadon started the Phoenix Journal collection, and
again, you know the story, its supposed to be "evil" too. Grow up littles ones and put on your GOD
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MINDS, pay attention to your "holy spirit" that is right inside of your MIND. And start calling it what
is IS, your personal FATHER FRAGMENT, which is the GIFT of the FATHER, First Source, First
Person of the Trinity, for it IS this Gift to your MIND, that makes YOU a SON OF GOD. START
acting the role, please! Your bible is being increasingly corrupted by the thugs (satans, adveraries
of God), on this world.
It is not a very good source of cosmology either. Those people of those days had lost their way
and there is a lot of incorrect "truth" in the OT and lots also in the NT. There are MANY holy books
on this world. every race and culture has been gifted with truth by great ones incarnating on this
world, and that includes ISLAM. Mohammed was never the monster he is made into by the
THUGS of this world.
Ask the LORD, your father fragment, within you to be heard. It is time. Some of you do, you report
it again, as this holy spirit thingy you think is 3rd person. NO it is not, it again is First Person Trinity
and its already THERE, you have only to go into meditation and listen up. You can say your empty
prayers until this old earth passes away and the new arrives, but if you do not learn Meditation,
your Father Fragment, with all those tons of truth stored on its photons, cannot give you the
answers. Those of you who do "hear it" it is when you are in a meditative state,even if you do not
realize you are in a meditative state. It is the source of your "light bulb" moments in fact.
Your Father Fragment is the PORTAL to the cosmic mind, and the cosmic mind contains
everything that ever happened in the whole wide cosmos. That is HOW the "FATHER" knows
everything. You must lift up your idea of "god" God is a jack of all trades terms on this world,
whether God is Called Father, Big BOSS, Allah or whatever. Then there are the "gods", the rulers,
the hierarchy of "heaven" /Cosmos also.
YOU of earth, the ones READY are to enter the cosmos again. This world is a prison ward for
200,000 years since the Lucifer rebellion. Lucifer was a lessor God, over a sector of Nebadon, the
ruler at the time he fell of about 600 life bearing planets, including earth. He and those that joined
the rebellion were sent to this world to learn their lessons of why their shit did not work. A whole
bunch of galactic thugs were also placed here, and between Lucifers followers and the other
thugs, these ones total about 10 billion souls who have been reincarnating here since those days.
Now because of where our solar system is, we are entering new "times", we are in new energies,
the WAVE, the Photon Belt and the Milky Way CORE energies and everything will be made new
here. Those not ready do not go to "hell", nature's god creates no such thing. But Michael of
Nebadon has other prison wards and those needing to remain in prison will be moved to them.
Understand all very young souls live on these lower worlds too, simply because they must learn
the power of their minds, and to control that power. For indeed it is the power of the FAther within.
This is world of very negative thoughts and these must be bounded on this and similar worlds
before you can enter "heaven". Heaven is thus within YOU, if you will search to learn your own
mind and over control yourself.
Please expand your mind, allow yourself to do so. You are to LEARN constantly. First Source,
does not inhibit you. You are to become a "god" in the creation. When you stand before the Father
on Paradise, you are then "one with God" and are released to journey the creation as gods,
leaders, teachers etc. I am from Paradise. I earned the right over my own long journey to get
there. I only mention it, because I KNOW, and it is for all of you who CHOOSE the Life Eternal, to
show up there one day. I am in service to this world in this capacity right now, AH, serving with
your "Jesus" in our jointly created 2nd Coming organization. So be it. Your beloved Jesus that you
do not understand very well, BOTH OF THEM, Michael and Esu Immanuel ARE returned.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1548219
United States
02/06/2012 10:59 AM

Please expand your mind, allow yourself to do so. You are to LEARN constantly. First Source,
does not inhibit you. You are to become a "god" in the creation. When you stand before the Father
on Paradise, you are then "one with God" and are released to journey the creation as gods,
leaders, teachers etc. I am from Paradise. I earned the right over my own long journey to get
there. I only mention it, because I KNOW, and it is for all of you who CHOOSE the Life Eternal, to
show up there one day. I am in service to this world in this capacity right now, AH, serving with
your "Jesus" in our jointly created 2nd Coming organization. So be it. Your beloved Jesus that you
do not understand very well, BOTH OF THEM, Michael and Esu Immanuel ARE returned.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Sounds interesting, but how come no scientist has ever discovered photons in the same space as
an electron?
Never heard of a photon around an atom before.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/06/2012 11:02 AM

see my post above
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Sounds interesting, but how come no scientist has ever discovered photons in the same space as
an electron?
Never heard of a photon around an atom before.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1548219

I did not say photons revolved around atoms did I? I assume that is what you are asking. These
photons of which I speak are part of your MIND, not your atoms of your body. The spirit form also
contains atoms, but I am talking about the MIND/Soul storage system of your learned information.
Does that help any? Feel free to ask more.
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On editing. Many electrons are free electrons, they do not just orbit the center of the atom. In fact,
these free electrons in the ethers, are the source of electricity. Man does not generate electricity
with his machines, the machine merely draws these free electrons from the ether and sends them
down wires. At some point they return back to the ethers.
The WAVE high energy electrons raise the vibration rate of the atoms of matter of this world, is
another purpose of the electrons, these 'transfer" their excess energy over to the electrons of the
atoms, simply stated.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1548219
United States
02/06/2012 11:08 AM
see my post above
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Sounds interesting, but how come no scientist has ever discovered photons in the same space as
an electron?
Never heard of a photon around an atom before.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1548219

I did not say photons revolved around atoms did I? I assume that is what you are asking. These
photons of which I speak are part of your MIND, not your atoms of your body. The spirit form also
contains atoms, but I am talking about the MIND/Soul storage system of your learned information.
Does that help any? Feel free to ask more.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Well you didn't say that exactly, but if two electrons slam together to make a photon than I would
assume this happens around an atom.
I'm having a little trouble wrapping my mind around the idea of a "spirit form" containing atoms. My
question is essentially why none of this has ever been discovered if the hard science is so blatant
as you proclaim.
Not meaning to be condescending if it sounded that way.
Spirit form would be non-physical I assume. How do you have atoms in a non-physical body? Are
you saying our spirit body is made up of subtle elements? And if so why has this not been
detected before?
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
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02/06/2012 11:12 AM
Excellent synopsis Candace, thank you.
Enjoyed the pod cast as well. I feel it to be a great intro to much more info coming through here
and being received by many.

DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
02/06/2012 11:23 AM

Oh that is all you wanted. Yes I have my pic here, I have placed it in a few threads recently.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You're adorable Candace. Although we agree on absolutely nothing, I still think you're cute as a
button.......lol.

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa/Lisa...just wanted to bring to your attention that you do with agree with NIP on some things,
which is a good place to start. For instance that Esu Immanuel/Jesus did walk the Americas. It is a
great blessing for us all to know that our Creator Father loves all men so much that he would not
want even one to be without knowledge of him and that love and care...

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 10267508
Germany
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02/06/2012 11:30 AM
This thread, for me, is the absolute proof that something in the minds of men is changing...
Rapidly. I mean.... NIP got ripped apart for the last years on GLP. Now people actualy listen to
what she has to say. I think that's just great. Congrats, you might just get the attention you
deserve.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/06/2012 11:39 AM

see my post above
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Sounds interesting, but how come no scientist has ever discovered photons in the same space as
an electron?
Never heard of a photon around an atom before.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1548219

I did not say photons revolved around atoms did I? I assume that is what you are asking. These
photons of which I speak are part of your MIND, not your atoms of your body. The spirit form also
contains atoms, but I am talking about the MIND/Soul storage system of your learned information.
Does that help any? Feel free to ask more.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Well you didn't say that exactly, but if two electrons slam together to make a photon than I would
assume this happens around an atom.
I'm having a little trouble wrapping my mind around the idea of a "spirit form" containing atoms. My
question is essentially why none of this has ever been discovered if the hard science is so blatant
as you proclaim.
Not meaning to be condescending if it sounded that way.
Spirit form would be non-physical I assume. How do you have atoms in a non-physical body? Are
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you saying our spirit body is made up of subtle elements? And if so why has this not been
detected before?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1548219

I suspect the Russians have discovered at least some of this and their research does not often hit
the western world. It is not "allowed". All spirit beings have SOME atoms. You must understand
our atoms on this world are very tightly compressed. That is why we "see" them with our limited
vision of our eyes and not the higher vibrating atoms of more advanced bodies or forms.
The atoms of these higher forms, even those on the "lower heaven" worlds, vibrate faster and also
the "rings" of electrons round them, are much further apart. In this world the matter being
compressed, whether in physical bodies or rocks, air, liquids etc, has little "spirit" in it. On the
higher spheres, matter in both the "rocks" air, bodies, has more "spirit" between all the orbits of
the electrons and also within the nucleus of these atoms.
The electrons encircling atoms are NOT the same electrons that form the "hard drive" storage
system of your mind. Thus those electrons of your atoms do not become photons. All beings have
forms even spirit beings. it varies as to type.
[link to abundanthope.net]
go to the video in the above link from my site. The cell phone camera I think it was did see the
photon/spirit being. The camera picked up the photons of this being, but not necessarily its atoms.
These bodies here do NOT become spirit forms, Christianity completely does not understand that.
You do not get your more advanced permanent form which does still contain atoms, until you are
fairly well advanced in your life eternal. You are given that by the time you advance, in our local
system to Jerusem, the headquarters world on the system of planets earth belongs too. That is
not a "solar system". Jerusem is a custom built world that is the Capital of currently of 600+
evolutionary worlds like earth. It is there your "life eternal" truly starts, after a long journey on
removing the animal characteristics within.
These bodies of earth never ever go to heaven. You are provided new bodies along your journey,
until you have earned a permanent form, and even that form continues to change over time, and
is not a spirit form, but becomes a spirit form over a long period of transition, and once a spirit
form, it continues to transition upwards, growing to great size. Man's science is not likely to reveal
all of this any time soon.
That becomes the "light body" and matures over a long period of time into your Spirit Form, which
includes your Photon mind storage system, but the photons are never Inside the atoms of that
form.
I am a spirit being, but my spirit form cannot be IN my body, the high vibrating energy would
destroy my body instantly if that were to happen. Spirit Beings "incarnate" merely communicate
with the body thru the "silver cord". In fact this is true of even those "incarnate" here from the
lower "heaven worlds" who are not yet spirit beings. The Morontial form cannot occupy one of the
low vibrating bodies either, but some in time will blend with their bodies, but will still not be IN the
atoms of these bodies. This does not become possible, until more of the junk DNA hooks up. This
is beginning to happen in some of those individuals, but not many yet. The body must have at
least 12 strings of DNA working for this to happen. I have the max for this world, 24, but since I am
a spirit being from Paradise, my very large self could never occupy this body either. There will
always thus be a link. I do have access now though to my Monad, which is my "hard drive" of my
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form that contains all my records and knowledge. However some of the files in it are still
"password" coded and cannot be opened until it is "time".
You can look at your mind storage system, as your Harddrive int his sense. What you know plus
all your past lives are stored in FILES. Sorted and stored. So if you want to look at the contents,
you have to find the right file. Some files have "passwords" on them, so that information this world
should NOT have yet, does not come forth. Or information you should not for your own lessons or
your security, come forth. There are things from your past lives you should not "remember" for
various reasons, in other words.
Mesotron
User ID: 10222675
United States
02/06/2012 05:04 PM
Your podcast is replete with authentic information, according to my higher self. This current thread
is an additional valuable bonus. Incredible. Thanks.
Godwithin
User ID: 751258
United States
02/07/2012 12:25 AM

Just finished listening to the podcast and all I can say is
THANK YOU, NIP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The light must truely be coming in as folks here at GLP can actually listen and hear you and allow
you to impart your wisdom without all the hideous attacks of the past.
I certainly hope this will be the first of more podcasts!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/08/2012 06:10 PM

Thank you GodWithin. I would like to do another, maybe more open to questions, that we had to
walk from because it being late and VC server being "tired".
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I have more comments I would like to make here, really tired though and can only remember one
of them right now.
it is around the 'left behind" as some in religion or maybe new age still think somebodies going to
be "left behind." New age is being falsely taught that there will be a sudden happening with a 5d
earth manifesting on top of a 3d earth. NO, and that flat is not even possible and would not be
"done" even if it was. This is an issue of not understand perhaps the astral realms. You can not
have two sets of air to breath and clean water for example. There will not be people left in 3d
breaking crap, drinking crap, and doing "war" et all while another group has all the good stuff.
Now, as to the religious left behind story, you also do not rapture folks to someplace else, you
want to call "heaven", and then leave the rest on a squalid planet.
There will be,, when its time to evacuate the planet, by whatever method is used, exactly nobody
left behind, to suffer and die under horrid conditions. NOBODY would survive this because the
volcanism is going to kill all air breathing life and likely all plants too.
Everyone will be removed and likely at this point it will be done under a stasis, that way nobody
can refuse the ride off this planet. Because of the dark fear factor that has been generated we
already pretty much know that at least 1/3 and maybe more, would not board ship voluntarily.
During the cleansing period with the earth changes and cleanup afterwards, even the plants have
to be in stasis. All life on this planet that is to remain for later regeneration is going to be in stasis,
for years. As the air is cleaned plants will be awakened first, because they like a higher CO2 and
will take that in to help re-oxygenate the air.
There was never intended any "rapture." The stuff in the bible is about SORTING. Every soul that
is a soul of this planet, evolving on this planet is JUDGED during the end of a cycle. People are
then sorted laterally to levels they are currently AT. And a lot of the teacher star seeds are going
home. That is the short synopsis, and I have posted more in my stasis thread someplace.
The very dark will be contained in a holodek, while waiting judgement in the universal courts as to
their placement, and they will be unconscious, or in a stasis condition even there.
NOBODY IS GOING TO BE LEFT BEHIND. We have enough Armageddon already. Your bible
has been mucked up and so has new age. all those buddies of AA Michael are not going to the
new golden galaxy either. (as one example of new age false material.)
As each person has passed this world for the last 30 years or so, they are sorted then as to their
next placement. On my forum we have some people that know where they are going. Several are
going "home" to where ever they have come from for example, and at least one knows they are
going to Venus to assist those from earth coming there. So right now, I have a small appointment

with Esu, so I am logging off a bit.
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DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
02/11/2012 09:54 AM

I am thinking that there is an extremely lot of contemplation going on about all that you have said
and posted, NIP!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/11/2012 10:15 PM

Re: After the NIP Podcast
there was something in the podcast about 4d. So I wrote this in another thread and think it
belongs here too.
archiving from this thread. Thread: GLP History
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What does Godlike Productiosn mean any fuckin way?
Who the fuck decided to call it that fuckin name?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3960495

Elaine Called it that, And only She can Answer as to why she Decided on It Maybe GOD Had
Something to do With IT.
Maybe God wanted a forum where A certian someone a "Nobody" would have acess to like
minded people.
Might just make some people wonder.
And as stated Origonaly glp was a Backup Forum for Kent Steadmans CSO forum.
Quoting: Well... 10447931

well I don't know why Elaine named it that, but its actually a perfect name for a forum in a world
just entering 4d. That is the get off the fence dimension, its what Jesus came to set up 2000 years
ago but it took it time ot manifest and an internet is necessary to the 4d process. 4d is a time
when people are all over the place, the good the bad and the ugly manifests. Its an age of arguing
about every thing.
The process leads alway either to the destruction of a world ( rare) or its entry into 5d which is
actually the bginning of the time of the god like manifestation, where most people are actually god
conscious.
Sorry religion folks few of you are there at all but the arguing if you open your closed minds will
lead to your state of being god Conscious of yourself as a SON OF GOD. Not a baby oF God, A
SON who takes responsibility for what one creates. A god conscious individual knows they co
create with God, as a Son of God and these ones take responsibility for actions. They KNOW that
the FAther Resides in them and come to hear that Father Fragment, but not usually until the
person is 6d level consciousness. It is then that the person makes the true choice of eternal life
and if this occurs, the persons mind and his FAther Fragment mind will fuse together, which is
then truly the beginning of eternal life.
It is the joining of Man and God in this way, that write you into the so called "BOOK OF LIFE".
Until this merger, you are a FAITH Son/ Daughter for those hung up on sex. Upon the merger you
become an actual eternal son of god. You are not "done" by any means but you have come a long
way and know enough to actually concept what eternal life is. Most of you waiting for your still
rapture with Jesus up in the clouds, are simply not ready for eternal life yet, but you already have
it as a faith son.
We have a long ways to go on earth in 4d yet, but a place like god like productions will help the
process along.
This forum is only as godlike as its members and I am seeing growth here, both in the
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membership and the management. Its a great place for a 4d world.

Towards 5d and
----------------------------(867.3) 77:9.12 The entire organization of high spirits, angelic hosts, and midway fellows is
enthusiastically devoted to the furtherance of the Paradise plan for the progressive ascension and
perfection attainment of evolutionary mortals, one of the supernal businesses of the universe —
the superb survival plan of bringing God down to man and then, by a sublime sort of partnership,
carrying man up to God and on to eternity of service and divinity of attainment. Urantia Book
Introduction to Christ Michael of Nebadon: [link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
---------------------------Sandi_T
Restore our Gulf!
User ID: 1301649
United States
02/11/2012 11:02 PM

In a nut shell, What and (When)is goining to happen to this planet and the inhabitants on her
surface? You have caputured my attention...You also are echoing what else I have been reading
and listining from other like minded teachers. I trust your insite and guidance.
Quoting: Rajun Cajun

It happens the celestials in charge are ready or earth can not longer "wait". Basically when Earth
can no longer wait, the planet will be evacuated and so many folks are under fear and not
knowing, that it will be likely be carried out after placing the planet in a period of Stasis, which was
also done when the sun entered the photon belt in 1992. There would have been massive
blindness and confusion had this not been done, man was not prepared. I have a thread on some
of this: Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
you might find this thread interesting on the WAVE Thread: THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE
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and this: Thread: NIP's End of this Age thread.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Just curious--if this stasis in 92 didn`t affect everybody the same--other than blindness and
confusion what would be the other possibilities of things that could have happened if anything if
the stasis didn`t work on everybody the same.This was the time frame I had my awakening in, that
lasted about 3 months...shall I say 3 months of bliss...in and out of old self trying to balance the
two..and what is really strange is I remember being able to stare directly at the sun for as long as I
wanted
Quoting: <<LOOK`n thru YOU>>

I am curious here as well. I don't remember any stasis, but I had my own 'awakening' in early
1993...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/11/2012 11:18 PM

it worked on everybody the same. the blindness would have been permanent in many people to
say nothing of freak out too.
Annatar - Udun Alliance
User ID: 12269571
United States
03/30/2012 02:34 PM
We have business, NIP.
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